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COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS OF AN INDEFINITE
KAEHLER-EINSTEIN MANIFOLD

U-HANG KI* AND IUSAO NAKAGAWA**

Introduction

Let M be an n-dimensional complex submanifold of a complex space
form Mn+p(c) of holomorphic sectional curvature c and RJ. denote the
normal curvature of M.. Chen and Ogiue [3J proved that M admits no
parallel unit normal vector fields in the case where c=J: O. They showed
also that RJ.=O if and only if c=O and M is totally geodesic.

Since Barros, Montiel and Romero [2J, [5J, [7J, [8J, [9J, [10J,
[l1J have recently made interesting results by a systematic study of
indefinite Kaehlerian manifolds, in particular indefinite complex space
forms, it seems to be natural to investigate whether some of the above
results can be extended to indefinite complex submanifolds of an
indefinite complex space form or not. From this point of view, Montiel
and Romero [5J established the followings:
. Let N be an n (~3) -dimensional complete and simply connected

indefinite complex submanifold of an indefinite complex space form
MSHn+p(c). Then N admits no parallel unit normal vector fields if
c=J:O. In particular, RJ.=O if and only if c=O and A2=0, where A
denotes the shape operator in the direction of the unit normal vector
field.

On the other hand, Ishihara [4J showed that a complex submanifold
M of Mn+p(c) satisfies the condition

(*) RJ. (X, Y) fg(X, JY)J

for any tangent vector fields X and Y, and a function f, then M is
totally geodesic or M is locally isometric to a complex quadric Qn,

where g and J denote induced Kaehlerian metric tensor and the almost
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complex structure of M respectively.
The main purpose of the present paper is to prove that an indefinite

complex submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler-Einstein manifold is also
Einstein provided that the normal connection of the submanifold is flat.
We also c1a~ified indefinite complex submanifolds satisfying the above
condition (*) of an indefinite complex space form.

§ 1. Preliminaries

We begin by recalling fundamental properties on indefinite complex
submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehlerian manifold. Let M be a complex
(n +p) -dimensional connected indefinite Kaehlerian manifold of index
2(s+t), (O~s~n, O~t~p). Then Sf is equipped with a parallel almost
complex structure F and an indefinite Riemannian metric tensor G
which is F-Hermitian. Let M be an n-dimensional connected indefinite
complex submanifold of index 2s of M. Then M is the indefinite
Kaehlerian manifold endowed with the induced metric tensor g. We
choose a local unitary frame field {El> ..•, En+p} on a neighborhood of
M in such a way that, restricted to M, Eb ••• , En are tangent to M and
the others are norma] to M. Here and throughout this paper the
following convention on the range of indices are used, unless otherwise
stated:

A, B, ···=1, ..., n, n+1, ..•, n+p,
i,j, ···=1, ..., n,
a, f3, ···=n+l, ..., n+p.

Associated with the frame field {EA}, let tWA} = {Wi, Wa} be its dual
frame field. Namely, it satisfies WA (EB) =G(EA, EB) =SAOAB, where
SA = ±1. Then the indefinite Kaehlerian metricG can be expressed
locally as G=2l'SAWAQ9WA- The canonical forms WA and the connection
forms WAB of Sf satisfy the following structure equations:

dWA+l',sBWAB!\WB=O, WAB+WBA=O,
(1.1) dWAB+l',sDWAD!\WDB=!J'AB,

!J'AB=l'scSDK'ABCDWC!\WD,

where Q'AB denotes the curvature form and K'ABCD are components of
the Riemannian curvature tensor K'.

Restricting these forms to M, we have wa=O and the induced
indefinite Kaehlerian metric g of index 2$ is given by g=2l' Sjw/t)Wj.
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Then {Ej } is a local unitary frame field with respect to g and {wA
is a local dual frame field relative to {Ej } , which consists of
complex valued 1-forms of type (0, 1) on M. Moreover, the forms
WI. ••• , W n, iih, ..., wn are linearly independent, and they are canonical
forms on M. Using the Cartan lemma and fact that wa=O, it is seen
that

(1. 2) wa;=Z ejhijaWj, hj;a=hija.

The quadratic form Zi, jeiejeahijaW/2)w/i!:)Ea with values in the normal
bundle is called a second fundamental form of M.

It is easily, making use of (1. 1), seen that the structure equations
for M are obtained:

dWi+ZekWik!\Wk=O, W;j+Wji=O,
(1. 3) dW;j+ZekWik!\Wkj=Q;j,

Qij=ZekemK,jkmWk!\Wm,

where Q;j (resp. K,jkm) denotes the curvature form (resp. components
of the Riemannian curvature tensor K) of M. Furthermore the following
equations are defined:

dwaP+ Z erWar !\wrP= QaP,
QaP= Z ekSmK a{3kmWk!\Wm,

where Qap is called the normal curvature form of M. For the Riemannian
curvature tensor K and K' of M and M respectively, it follows from
(1. 1), (1. 2) and (1. 3) that we have the Gauss equations

(1. 5) Kljkm=K',jkm-Zeahjkahima,

and by means of (1. 2) and (1. 4) we have

(1. 6) Kapkm = K'a{3km +ZejhkjahjmP.

Tnus, components of the Ricci tensor S and the scalar curvature r

of M are respectively given by

(1. 7) S,j=Z ekK'ljkk,- Z ereah;rahr ja,
(1.8) r=2ZejekK ']jkI-2h2,

where h2=Z eiejeah;jah;ja is a real number. The indefinite Kaehlerian
manifold M is said to be Einstein if the Ricci tensor S has the form
S;]=re,-O;j/2n.

§ 2. Normal connections of Kaehlerian snbmanifolds

Let (M, G) be a complex (n+p) -dimensional indefinite Kaehlerian
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manifold of index 2(s+t) with almost complex)tructure~F.

A holomorphic plane spanned by u and Fu which is a tangent vector
at any point in M is non-degenerate if and only if it contains some
vector v such that G(v, v) :;eo. The manifold M is said to be oj"constant
holomorpkic sectional curvature c' if all non-degenerate holomorphic
planes have the same constant sectional curvature c'. A comlete, simply
connected and connected indefinite Kaehlerian manifold M is called an
indefinite complex space form, which is denoted by Ms+tn+p(c'), provided
that it is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c' and of index
2(s+t). There are three kinds of types about indefinite complex space
forms [2J, [13J: an indefinite complex projective space Ps+tn+PC, an
indefinite complex Euclidean space Cs+tn+p or an indefinite hyperbolic
space Hsttn+PC, according as c' is positive, zero or negative. The
components K'DCBA of the Riemann curvature tensor of Ms+tn+p(c') are
of the form:

1IIDCBA=2:c'CceD (ODeOBA +ODBOCA)'

Let M be an n-dimensional connected indefinite complex submanifold
of index 2s of Ms+tn+p(c'). Then equations (1.5) and (1. 6) for M is
reduced respectively to

c' -
(3.1) K,jkm=2: CjCk(OijOkm+OiR8jm) -l: CukjkUkimU,

c'
(3.2) K iifJkm=2: cfJcijapOkm+ l: crkkrahrmfJ.

Thus, components of the Ricci tensor S and the scalar curvature r

of M are respectively given by

(3.3) S .<= (n+ 1) c'co..- k-<2
'J 2 I IJ IJ ,

(3.4) r=n(n+ l)c' -2k2,

where kif=l: crSakirahrja.
We give here some examples, which is introduced by Montiel and

Romero [5J and Romero [9J, of indefinite complex Einstein hypersurtaces
of an indefinite complex space form.

EXAMPLE 1. The indefinite Euclidean space C/o is a totally geodesic
complex hypersurface of Cs',+l and Cs+1n+l in a natural way.

EXAMPLE 2. For an indefinite complex projective space P/+1(c'), if
(Zh ... , Zs+h ••• , Znt2) is the usual homogeneous coordinate system of
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psn+! (e') , then for each fixed j, the equation Zj=O defines a totally
geodesic complex hypersurface identifiable with p sn (e') or P s- 1n(e')
according as s+1;;;;j~n+2 or l;;;;j;;;;s. Taking account of the fact that
Hsn( -e') is obtained from Pn_sn(e') by reversing the sign of its
indefinite Kaehlerian metric, the above discussion shows that Hsn (-c')
is a totally geodesic complex hypersurface of both H/+l( -e') and
H s+1n+1(-e').

EXAMPLE 3. Let Qsn be an indefinite complex hypersurface of psn+l (e')
defined by the equation

s 1.1+2

- L: Zj2+ L: zl=O.
;=1 j=s+1

Then Qsn is an complete complex Einstein hypersurface of index 2s

and then the Ricci tensor S satisfies S;J= ~ e'Cjoij. Q/ can be also

considered as an indefinite complex Einstein hypersurface of H S +1n+1

(-e'). Qsn is called an indefinite complex quadric [5J.

REMARK 1. Smyth [12J showed that a complex Einstein hypersurface
M of a complex space form Mn+l (e') is totally geodesic or c'>O and
M is locally the complex quadric Qn. Example 3 means that the
situation of indefinite complex Einstein hypersurfaces is quitely different
from those of definite cases.

EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider an indefinite complex hypersurface of
P n+12n+1 (e') defined by the equation

.+1
~ ZjZn+j=O
J=l

in the homogeneous coordimate system of P n+12n+1 (e') . It is a complete
complex hypersurface of index 2n, which is denoted by Q*n. It is
easily seen that components of the Ricci tensor S satisfies

SAlj= (n+ l)e'cAoAB, hAll = -e'cAoAB/2.

Thus, Q*n is a complete Einstein hypersurface of index 2n. Q*n also
an indefinite Einstein hypersurface of H n2n+l (e').

REMARK 2. We can not always-diagonalize the shape operator A in
the indefinite Einstein hypersurface M of M S +1n+1 (e') , and hence the
classification for self-adjoint endomorphisms of a scalar product space
is used. Then we have the followings:
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(1) A is diagonalizable;

(2) it is not diagonalizable, but either 8h2<0 or h2=0 and not totally
geodesic, where 8=8"+1.

A complex Einstein hypersurface is said to be proper if the shape
operator is diagonalizable.

For indefinite complex Einstein hypersurfaces of an indefinite complex
space form Montiel and Romero proved the followings:

THEOREM M.-R.-1. [5]. If n;;;;3, we have:
(1) The proper complete and simply connected indefinite complex Einstein

hypersurfaces of Ps+t,,+l (c') are only Ps" (c') with t=O,l and Qs" with
t=O.

(2) In Hs+t"+l (-c') they are only H s" (-c') with t=O, 1 and Qs"

with t=l.
(3) In Gs+t"+1 they are only Gs" with t=O, 1-

THEOREM M. -R. -2. [5J, [9J. Let M be an indefinite Einstein
hypersurface of M s+t"+l (c').

(1) If h2 =f:.0, then M is locally symmetric.
(2) If h2=0 but not totally geodesic, then c' =0 provided that M is

locally symmetric.

THEOREM M. -R. -3. [5J. Q*" is the unique indefinite complex Einstein
hypersurface of P"+l2"+1 (c') and of H,,2"+1 (-c') which is complete and
simply connected, and satisfies eh2<0.

Now, suppose that the normal curvature tensor in the normal bundle
of M satisfies

(3.5) KafJkm=fep8!PkmOaP

for some function f on M. In particular, the normal connection of M
is said to be semi-flat if f=l [4]. The justification of this definitIon is
given in [14J.

REMARK 3. By using the first Bianchi identity, we easily from (3.5)
see that f is constant everywhere if n;;;;2 (for detail, see [14J). It
is, utilizing (3.2) and (3.5), clear that

h;;2=P(f- ~)8;0;i>

which together with (3.3) ';yield
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S;]=bc;O;b

where b= n~lc'-p(f-~) is constant. Thus, the complex subma

nifold M of MSHn+p(c') is Einstein if n~2. From (3.2) and (3.5),
it is easy to see that

(3.6) 2 crh;rahrl= (f - ~ )cpc;O;iiap,

which implies

(3.7) h i ]2=cc;Oij,

where c= ( f - ~) P IS constant.

The relationships (3.6) and (3.7) tell us that c=o i. e., f= ~ if and

only if 2 crh;rahrl=O for any index «, {3, i and j, and hence h;;2=O.
From now on the case where C =1= 0 and n~3 is considered: As in the

proof of Theorem 6.3 of [5J, we know, using (3.8), that there exists a
complex submanifold Ms+an+l (c') (where a=O, 1 according as c<O, c>O)
embedded in a totally geodesic way in MSHn+p (c') where M is immersed
as an indefinite complex hypersurface. We, making use of (3. 7) and
the Gauss equation (3. 1), see that M is Einstein manifold for this last
immersion. The relationship (3.7) means that h2=nc.

The case cc<O is considered, where C=Cn+l. Now, components h;jka

and h i / ka of the covariant derivative of h;ja can be defined by

(3.8) .2 ck(h;jkaWk+hi/J,oWk) =dh;ja-2 ck(hkjaWk;+hikaWkj)

+2 cph;lwap.

Then, substituting dhija of (3. 8) into the exterior derivative of (1. 2),
we have

(3.9) h;jka=hj;ka=h;kja, hi/ka=O

because the ambient space is a complex space form.
Similarly, components h;jkla and hijkla of the covariant derivative of

h;jka can be also defined by

(3.10) 2 cZ(h;jklaWl+hijklawZ) =dhijka-.2 cl(hljkaWu+hukaWlj

+hijlaWlk) +.2 CphijkPWaP,

and the simple calculation gives rise to

c'(3.11) h;jkla=2 (ckhijaOkl+c;hjkaOil+CjhkiaOjl)
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- '2e,Ep(hri
fllhj f+ hrjfllhkiP+hrkfllhil) hr1P

by virture of (3. 1), (3. 2) and (3. 9) .
Differentiating hii exteriorly twice and using (3.8) and (3.10), we

get

'2 eer(hirklhrj+hirJrjl) =0,

which implies h2hijkl=0. Since eh2<0, it follows from this equation,
(3. 1) and (3. 11) that

(ne'-2~) (ez,hijokl+eihj"ou+ejhkiOjl) =0

and hence nc'=2~ because of (3.7) and ec<O.

Consequently (3.4) is reduced to r=n2c' and hence

Si]= ~ C'e,-Oij'

According to above three theorems, we conclude that

THEOREM 1. Let M be an indefinite complex submanifold of complex
dimension n(n;:;;2) and of index 2s in M.+t"+P(c'). If M is complete
and if the normal connection of M satisfies the condition (3. 5), then
h;J2=0 or M is an indefinite complex quadric Q/' in M.+t"+1 (c') , c':F O.

REMARK 4. As in the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that the normal
connection of M is not flat if C:FO.

REMARK 5. (1) If M is a space-like complex submanifold with

f = ~ in Theorem 1, then M is totally geodesic. (2) There exists an

indefinite complex submanifold M with f= ~ and '2 erhirfllhrl=O. But

M is not totally geodesic: Let M.2n he an indefinite complex submanifold
with Ricci flat, not flat in C.21l+1 (p;:;;2) [1]. Then M.21l satisfies the
condition (3.5), that is, Kiipkm=O, f=O and hkm2=0, but it is not
totally geodesic.

§ 3. Einstein submanifolds of an indefinite Kaehler-Einstein
manifold

Let (M, G) he a complex (n+p) -dimensional indefinite Kaehler
Einstein manifold of index 2 (s+t) and Mhe an n-dimensional indefinite
complex submanifold of index 2s of M. Then we have (1. 5) and
(1.6).
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Thus, it follows that

Skm=~ ciK'likm- hkm2,

where hkm2=~ c,.cah;'raJirma, which is equivalent to

8;.m=S'km-.E caKaakm-hkm2.
"

If we take account of (1. 6), then the equation turns out to be

Skm=S';.m- .E c"Kaakm·
"

Because M was assumed to be Einstein, it follows that

r'
SiJ= 2(n+p) c,.oij-~ CaKaai],

where r' is the scalar curvature of M. Thus, we have

THEOREM 2. Let M be an indefinite complex submanifold ofan indefinite
Kaehler-Einstein manifold M. If the normal connection of M is flat, then
M is Einstein.

REMARK. 6. The converse assertion of Theorem 2 is not always true.
For example, let Qsn be an indefinite complex quadric in an indefinite
complex projective space psn+l(c'). Then Qsn and psn+l(c') are Einstein.
But, the normal connection of Qsn is not flat.

REMARK 7. If the normal connection of M is semi-flat in Theorem 2,
then M is Einstein.
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